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1.
Blastoff to Venus
Amelia gazed up at the bluest sky. Tall grasses and dandelions
circled her. Her nose twitched. Dandelion seeds spiraled down. That’s
why my nose feels itchy. No, not itchy—tickly. Why does my nose feel
tickly? Clap! Is that thunder? Thunder…in a blue sky?
No, no, that’s not right. What’s happening?
“Amelia, wake up. It‟s time to go,” said a funny voice.
Amelia fluttered her eyes awake. A strange purple creature was sitting
on the edge of the bed, shaking her with two of its tentacles, whilst using its third tentacle to tickle her nose with a feather. Its large purple
eyes glowed in the dark.
Well, that explains the tickling. But what about the thunder?
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From next door, it sounded again. ZZZZzzzzsnort, SNORT.
ZZZZzzzzsnort, SNORT.
Her baby sister, Charlotte. Yes, her sister, the wall-shaking, doorrattling snorer. There was something about her and the purple alien. A
cure! Yes, a cure for her snoring in outer space. And a quest. A very
important quest to save Uglesnoo‟s sister.
“Hurry. We have to be on the planet Venus soon, and it takes a
while to get there.”
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The creature was Uglesnoo, an alien from Pluto. He was her birthday present, but not really. They had just returned from their trip to the
moon! There, they traded dandelions for Moo-Bons and helped the
Moochins, the creatures who lived on the moon, unlock the mystery that
opened their incredible palace.
And now, they were off to visit the planet Venus! Amelia dressed.
They snuck down the stairs, stretching over creaky steps, and slipped out
of the house. In the field next to Amelia‟s garden, the spaceship—at present invisible — was parked. Uglesnoo pulled out an electric-blue cylinder. He tapped the space in front of him. Immediately a spaceship, small
and bright scarlet, appeared. A door opened, and a few seconds later, a
rickety metal staircase tumbled onto the floor beside them. Uglesnoo and
Amelia hurried up the stairs.
Amelia sat down. Straps shot across the purple chair. Uglesnoo
switched on a screen to the right. It flickered on; the monitor was full of
moving people who looked like Uglesnoo, but some were blue, some
pink, and the rest purple.
“Are those things…er…I mean aliens from your planet, Uglesnoo?”
“Call me Uggie. Everyone else does. Yes, they‟re Plutonians from
the planet Pluto, just like me. Look, you can see Noolong. That‟s why I
switched this screen on. Her face, seeing her will help me…This quest,
we have to succeed!”
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Uglesnoo pointed to a pink Plutonian with purple eyes just like his.
Tears slid down his purple cheeks. Of course—Noolong, the sister who
needed a cure from the planet Neptune. They had less than two weeks before she fell into an endless sleep.
Below the screen, Uglesnoo pinned a blue note. On it was a series of
strange symbols. Underneath, he scribbled a quick translation into English. These were all the items that Uglesnoo and Amelia needed in order
to rescue Noolong. Only when they had everything from the list would
Queen Neep, ruler of Neptune, give them one repelling crystal. This was
the only cure for Noolong‟s terrible sickness.
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Barter Requirements for the Sum of One Repelling Crystal from
Neptune:
Earth - 5 Boxes of Dandelions
Earth’s Moon - 10 Boxes of Moo-Bons
Venus - 20 Bliss Bubbles
Mercury - 5 Pairs of Flying Shoes
The Sun - 40 Jars of Snapperjack Honey
Mars - 20 Assorted Jeweled Eggs
Jupiter - 10 Blazebolts
Saturn - 1 Portable and Fully Stocked Satsut Apothecary
Uranus - 1 Vial of Future Air
Pluto - 1 Creation Vacation
Upon list‟s completion, return to the planet Neptune to receive one repelling crystal.
Well, Uglesnoo has the dandelions from Earth. And we got the boxes
of Moo-Bons from the moon, thought Amelia. That’s two off the list. She
remembered the Moochins—funny things! Their underwater Sapphire
Palace was so amazing! So was their candy! Amelia remembered all
those Moo-Bons she ate on the way back home to Earth. Yummy! Easily
the best candy in the universe!
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But something bothered Amelia… What was it?
“Uglesnoo, how many days do we have left to complete the quest?
Don‟t we need to keep track, so we can get to Neptune in time to pick up
the repelling crystal?”
“Jumping Jupiter! That‟s an excellent idea. Here, I‟ll plot out a
calendar.”
Another screen flicked on. Tap, tap, tap.
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“There. Let‟s see… Well it took me a few days to get to Earth from
Pluto. Then I picked up the dandelions from Earth on Tuesday. We went
to the moon and collected the Moo-Bons on Wednesday. If all the rest
goes according to plan, we‟ll be on Pluto by Friday of week two. Then we
use the crystal to cure my sister. And we can do all that a few days ahead
of the Sunday deadline.”
Amelia peered at the calendar. Something’s missing. Aha! She turned
to Uglesnoo. “What about the creation vacation from Pluto?”
“Oh, I have that already. That was given to me as a gift from friends
before I left. No need to worry about that. Here, I‟ll cross it off, too.”
Uglesnoo drew a line through the last item on the list.
“That‟s good. But we only have two extra days. What if something
goes wrong? What if we use those days up?”
“We‟ll make it.” Uglesnoo flashed a grin. “Now, time to get moving.”
Uglesnoo flipped on more switches. The spaceship lit up in a rainbow glow. A map of the entire solar system with its planets, stars, comets,
and asteroids blinked and winked. Uglesnoo took the attached pen and
drew a yellow line from Earth to Venus. Then Amelia watched as he
pressed a large yellow button next to the screen before dashing to his seat.
The spaceship swung slowly to the left, then slowly to the right, making
wider and wider arcs, then a full circle. The ship made one slow spin,
then went faster and faster until they rocketed up into the sky.
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Amelia felt queasy, but did not want to give Uglesnoo any excuse
for singing, which she knew from their previous trip to the moon to be
quite horrible. Uglesnoo somehow thought of his screeching-cat-clawsdown-a-chalkboard-voice as a soothing cure for her sickness. Instead,
she fixated on the floor while she waited for the spinning to stop.
When the spaceship was out of Earth‟s orbit, it stopped whirling.
Amelia, now feeling better, looked out of the glass domed roof. They
zoomed forward. The stars scattered like spilled sugar in the inky
darkness.
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